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There are 122 franchises in the four major professional sports in America – baseball (MLB), football (NFL), basketball (NBA), and ice hockey (NHL) – each of which has a distinctive nickname. Some of these are rearrangements of common words in our lexicon. For instance, STEM, MARS, HATE, and TSARS can have their letters permuted to form METS (MLB), RAMS (NFL), and HEAT (NBA), and STARS (NHL), respectively. Please perform the same operation on the score of entries appearing in the roster below.

1. BANGLES
2. CRIPPLES
3. FICHES
4. GARNERS
5. GLEANS
6. LOINS
7. LORIES
8. PARROTS
9. RESTOCK
10. ROASTS
11. SABER
12. SATING
13. SCRAPE
14. SHORTEN
15. SPREAD
16. TAINTS
17. TEARDROPS
18. TRAIPSE
19. TREASONS
20. TREELESS